Nebraska FFA State Degree Interview Rubric

Name: __________________________________________ Recommend for State Degree Circle one YES NO

Introduction:

1. Briefly describe your SAE.
   - Did not describe SAE
   - Needs to be more specific
   - Answered fully

2. How did you get started with this project?
   - Did not describe how started
   - Needs to be more specific
   - Answered fully

3. What interested you or motivated you to begin?
   - Did not describe interest/motivation
   - Needs to be more specific
   - Answered fully

Records:

1. When you were planning your SAE, what two or three goals and objectives did you plan to achieve?
   - Did not describe goals
   - Needs to be more specific
   - Answered fully
   a. Did you meet them, why or why not?
      - Did not describe
      - Needs to be more specific
      - Answered fully

2. Describe any special advantages or disadvantages that had a major impact on your achievements in your SAE.
   - Did not describe
   - Needs to be more specific
   - Answered fully

Develop clarification questions regarding specific record entries.

3. __________________________________________
   - Did not describe
   - Needs to be more specific
   - Answered fully

4. __________________________________________
   - Did not describe
   - Needs to be more specific
   - Answered fully
5. □ Did not describe □ Needs to be more specific □ Answered fully

Comments:

FFA/Leadership:

1. Describe the FFA activities have you been involved in.
   □ Did not describe activities □ Needs to be more specific □ Answered fully

Comments:

2. Choose one activity and describe the leadership role you played.
   □ Did not describe □ Needs to be more specific □ Answered fully

Comments:

3. Describe your personal goals, educational goals, and career goals that you’d like to achieve in the next ten years
   □ Did not describe □ Needs to be more specific □ Answered fully

Comments:

Supporting Documentation

□ Well organized record book
□ Resume very well written & formatted; includes agricultural courses
□ Leadership Points page; includes FFA Office or POA committee
□ Community Service Hours
□ SAE Summary (SAE Plan, Journal activities, Placement hours & pay check or Entrepreneurship operating Expense/Income)
□ Inventory
□ Balance Sheet

Comments:

General Comments
Problems with: application □ record book □ spelling errors □ grammar □ punctuation □

□ Shows promise; please submit again next year, if eligible. Please describe below what the student needs to improve.
□ Other:

Interviewed by: _______ _______ _______

Indicate reviewers’ initials